
Email And Chat Solution

Open Source Environment, Linux 
Operating System

Sehco provides sophisticated email, calendaring and 
collaboration services. It is considerably easy to deploy 
and manage and is by 50% Sehco than other Systems. A 
special advantage of Sehco is its ability to present variable 
types of services for different users. 

Sehco’s considerably straightforward Deployment proce-
dure,enables users to deploy it without difficulties in their 
data center, in a public or private cloud on linux OS, it also 
enables users to meet data control requirements and 
satisfy privacy needs. It also supports full multi-tenancy 
and delegated administration for hosting and service 
providers. Service providers can benefit from role-based 
delegated administration for creating domain settings or 
limited administration settings per account. through 
Class-of-Service feature, Sehco provides an adjustable 
web client experience and management of end-user 
features, quotas and storage policies.



Superior End-User Experience
Sehco has created a different end-user experience on all 
major platforms (Windows, Mac, Linux)—online through all 
Web browsers and via any desktop email client (MS Out-
look, Mac Mail, Thunderbird, etc.)—. Sehco’s collaboration 
tools, mail filters and its highly functional search for inboxes, 
calenders and attachments, provide users with a higher 
level of satisfaction and also reduce support costs. 

*Open source environment 
via Linux Systems

* up to 50% cheaper in 
comparison to Microsoft 
Exchange, due to savings 
on licensing, hardware 
and operations

* Flexible deployment: 
on-prem, cloud or hosted

*Enterprise-level security 
features, including 
two-factor authentication, 
encryption and more

Key features Summary
Backup & Restore

Security Features

Sehco’s backup and restore system backs up every single 
item and event on the server with great precision. due to a 
highly functional duplication and compression system chap-
par’s backup system prevents data loss using ever-consis-
tent algorithms, while still saves disk space — up to 50% —. 
Its special features include: six restore features; from a 
single-item restore to complete disaster recovery, all of 
which are transparent to the end-user and are 100% OS.

Sehco offers instant functionality for 2-factor authentication, 
email encryption, secure comms via TLS, HTTPs and more. 
It is easily integrated with third-party security apps. Two-Fac-
tor Authentication,provides a physical layer for login and 
accordingly secures your mailbox more. Post-screen for 
Sehco MTA Keeps spambots away, and provides more 
SMTP server processes available for clients and delays the 
onset of server overload conditions.  Sehco also has built-in 
Web application firewall for avoiding web application attacs , 
this feature is significant because it is not common for appli-
cations to have built-in WAF.
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